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This Teacher's 'Guide to SERAPHIM SOtware was written to help yow and other
chemistry teachers make appropriate selections of software programs. It sug-
gests specific Sw H14 programs that can be used as you teach from each chap-
ter in this book; suggestions are also made regarding methods by which each
program can be used most effectively. The1 program 1suggestions are arranged in
the same order as the chapters in the textbook, and are classified by topic
and by type of classroom use. The brief description for each program includes
information to facilitate your decision about when and how to include this
program in your course schedule.

How-prggrams-were-selected. This Teacherls Guide includes only a part of the
entire SERAPHIM software collection. Selections were based on two criteria:
1) lists of favorite programs suggested by teachers who have used SERAPHIM
software; and 2) programs we considered most appropriate for high school and
general college_chemistry_courses. (Rofer to the SERAPHIM Catalogue for a
complete listing of software distributed by SERAPHIM.)

How=textbooks_were_selected. Thu demcision to provide a Teachees Guide for
this textbook was made on the basis of input from classroom teachers and in no
way implies that Project SERAPHIM or NSF Science.Education recommend or
endorse a particular textbook.

Teacher's Guide database. This guide was_prepared by entering_information
about each of about one hundred SERAPHIM programs into a database and then
searching the database for programs applicable to each chapter in the text-
book. In fall 1986 we expect to make the database available on disk and have
it appear in the SERAPHIM Catalogue; it requires that you have an IBM PC With
two disk drives and dBASE L.IsoftWãre . (See SERAPHI)! News for announcement
of availability.) Teacher's Guides for this and five_other textbooks_wilI con-
tinue to_be available in printed form: TG_0011 Chemistryl_gxperimental Foun-
dations by Parry,_Bassow, Merrill &_Tellefsen; TG 002, Chemical Principles by
Masterton, SIowinski Stanitski; TG 003, Modern_Chemistrv by Metcalfe,
Williams & Castka; TG 004, Chemistrel---A-Modern-Course, by Smoot, Price &
Smith; TG 005, Chemistry:- The-Central-Science by Brown and LeMay.

Sermle-of-Tea-ehina=nos. At the end of this Teacher's Guide (on_yellow paper)
you will find one example of whet we call Teaching Tips: SERAPHIM Software--
more detailed suggestions for using SERAPHIM programs. Teaching Tips are in-
tended for persons who have selected a program by using this guide or-the
SERAPHIM Catalogue and then want specific suggestions for_and examples of its
use in_the_cIassroom._ A_series of "!eaching Tips will be ready for distribu-
tion in Iate Fall 1986--see SERAPH:LI News for details.

Acknowledgment. We want to express our thanks to the many teachers who have
contributed ideas, lists of favorite programs, suggestions for use of pro-
grams, etc. Their help has been invaluable in creating this document.

Ypsilanti, Michigan
August 21, 1986
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SUMMARY LIST OF RECOMMENDED PROGRAMS: Apple, IBM*, Commodore*

SERAPHIM HARDWARE ; RECOMMENDED FOR
DISK NUMBER AVAILABILITY * PROGRAM NAME(S) CHAPTERS...

AP 10! a Graphitti 02

AP 102 0 Significant Figure Drill 02

a0 Graph 02

AP 104 a Dimensional Analysis 02,03

AP 105 Vernier 02

AP 201 0 Bohr_Atom 08

a Chemical_Hangman__ 31

c:: Order The Elements 12
ca Hydrogen 09

AP 202 Wantum Mechanics 09

a Electron Arrangement 09
a0 Spectral Lines Experiment 08

AP 204 Rutherford 01,08

AP 205 a Milliken Oil_Drop Experiment 08,09
a Peeks -- 1984- 09

Elemental Analysis 15

AP 206 Chemical Pursuit 29

AP 301 Ci0 Isomers 12

a0 (Empirical) Formula 15

a Excess 25

a Name__The Ions 13

VSEPR 10, 1

AP 303 Naming 13

AP 304 ca Moles in_Space 15

a0 Mole _Calculations__ 15

a0 Quiz on Molar Messes 15

AP 305 A Mole Demo- 15

Balafted-EqUations 14,15
a Valence Drill 13

a MoIe Exercise 15

a Mole Drill 15

MoIe-Mole Tutor 15

* HARDWARE AVAILABILITY: All programs available for Apple. a This program is also
available on IBM disk of the same number code. 0 This program is also available on
COMMODORE disk of the same number code.

TG 006 -



Tmaiateltmem"m OUidet: VI/Cftftmintry: Tftm Study of Mattax.

SUMMARY LIST OF RECOMMENDED PROGUMS: Apple, IBM*, Commodore*

SERAPHIM HARDWARE RECOMMENDED FOR
DISK NUMBER AVAILABILITY* PROGRAM NAME(S) CHAPTERS...

AP 306 Redox:Game _ 28

Limiting_Reagent 26
Stoichiometry 15

Drill on Mole Concept 15

AP401 a Boyle 06
a Charles i 06
6 Boyle s Law Simulation 06
a Gas Laws 06

AP 402

AP 403

a
a

a
a

Gas Law 7 06
Cal 9__ 07

Balloon 06
Lab Calculation Boyle's Law 06
Gas Law 542 06,15

Dalton 06

AP 501 a !list 2 07,17
a Titration_Curves 25
a Acid_Strenth 23

a ABS_Game 18

a Acid-Base Problems 24
a Lowry/Bronsted iA
d Weak Adid/Bate : 24
a Concentration Quiz 17

AP 502 a Precipitation Game 22
a Molarity 17

a PH-(7 Programs) 24
a Solubility 22

AP 503 pH Piot 25

AP 601 a Equilibrium Simulation 21

a Beginning Thermo Drill 20

a Ball Toss 21

a Reaction Rates 21

a Rates 19

a Kinetics - A Lab Simulation 19

Balance 26
a Nernst 28

AP 602 Chemical Dungeons 22

* HARDWARE AVAILABILITY: All programs available for Apple. a This program is also
available on IBM disk of the same number coda. 0 This program is also available on
COMMODORE disk of the same number code.

TG 006 - vi
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SUMMARY

IOC=
LIST OF RECOMMENDED PROGRAMS: Apple; IBM*,

HAEWARE
AVAILABILITY* PROGRAM NAME(S)

Commodore*

RECOMMENDED-FORSERAPHIM--
DISK NUMBER CHAPTERS...

AP 603 a Molecular Speed Distribution 06,19
a Faraday Aid 27

a Faraday 2 27

a An Equilibrium Simulation 21

Animation 19,29
a Equil Tic=Tac=Toe 21

AP 604 EIectrodep 27

BUCL 19,29
Backtiter 25

AP 605 Xenon 21

AP 606 Kintherm 21

Kintherm Standards 21

AP 701 a Design-A-Drug 29,30

AP 702 Polymerlab 29

AP 704 CAMM: Conformational Analysis
& Molecular Modeling 29

AP 705 Polymerization 29

Organic Nomenclature 29

AP 706 Conformational Analysis 29

AP 801 a0 Sulfuric Acid 21

AP 802 a0 Waqual 16

AP 803 a Octane 29

AP 804 Lake Study 01,16

AP 805 a BCTC 01,30

AP 806 Refinery 29

AP 807 Mineral Resources 20

AP 808 Separations 11,16

* HARDWARE AVAILABILITY: All programs available for Apple. a This program is also
available on IBM disk of the same number code. 0 This program is also available on
COMMODORE disk of the same number code.

TG 006 - Vii



_MaisEc.Catuattiek:_ VriChaiunistry: Met St.ticly 'of Polatteir

SUMMARY LIST OF RECOMMENDED

SERAPHIM HARDW&RE
DISK NUMBER AVAILABILITY*

PROGRAMS: Apple, IBM*, Commodore*

RECOMMENDED FOR
PRROGRAM NAME(S) CHAPTERS...

AP 809 Pond Study 01,16

AP 902 Six_Solution_Problek 01,12,16
Chemical Search 26

0 Chemprop 16
Element Search 12

aO Canal 1,2,3 22
Canal 4,5 22

AP 1001 Decay 08,31

AP 1201 13 Heats of Reaction 20

AP 1202 Photochromic Kinetics 19

AP 1203 13 General Laboratory Interfacing 07,20,26

* HARDWARE AVAILAB '* All programs available for Apple. a This program is also
available on-IBM disk of the same number code. 0 This program is also available on
COMMODORE disk of the same number code.

TG 006 = Viii
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SERAPHIM
DISK NUMBER

SUMMARY LIST OF RECOMMENDED PROGRAMS: Other

PROGRAM NAME(S)
RECOMMENDED FOR

CHAPTERS...

ATARI

AT 201 Rutherford 01,08

AT 301 Moles in Space 15

(Empirical) Formula 15

AT 401 Dalton 06
Boyle 06
Charles 06

AT 501 Solubility 22
Rast 2 07,17

AT 801 Sulfuric Acid 21

AT 802 Waqual 16

AT 803 Octane 29

AT 804 Lake Study 01,16

AT 805 BCTC 01,30

AT 806 Refinery 29

AT 807 Mineral Resources 20

AT 901 CanaL 42,3 22
Six_Solution_Problem 01,12,16
Element Search 12
Chemical Search 26

MACINTOSH

MC 304 Moles in Space 15

.

MC 801 Sulfuric Acid 21

MC 901 Canal 1;2;3 22
Canal 4;5i 22
Six Solution Problem 01,12;16

MC 902 Element Searchi_ 12
Chemical SearCh 26

TRS-80

TR 001 Chemical Hangman 31

TG 006 =, ik
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CHAPTER 0 3. Iadticri t.c) Ci-iesrni as try

naggisamig: RUTHERFORD

was_Easz: AP204,Ar201

TOPICS: Atomic Structure

Nuclear Chemistry/Radiation

Methods of Chemistry

1A14:.

Maki:

Demonstration

Tutoring,

Problem Solving

High school science or chemistry

General_college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTION: This program is an excellent introduction to the "indirect evidence" approach to atomic

structure modeling. Side 1 of this disk is a simulation of alpha-particle scattering that

could be effectively used either as a classroom simulation or for individual tutoring.

Side 2 allows user to experiment creatively with the scattering phenomena.

MatialtilE: SIX SOLUTION PROBLEM

DIEK_UsIEft: AP902,AT901,C090203902,MC901

TOPICS: Erescriptive Chemistry

Solution Chemistry

Periodicity

Problem_Solving_

Educational Gams:

Introduce Concept

LEVELS: High school chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTION: This program, which needs a color monitor to be effectIve, could be used on first day of

class to stimulate interest in the course. Later on it could be used to introduce

solution chemittry or periodicity, since it uses three sodium salts (two are sodium

halides) and silver nitrate. SIX SOLUT/ONS was designed for problem solving;_the user_

mixes the six solutions, two at a time, in a spot plate and from the results determines

the contents of the six test tubes.



Tewmcftiarts; VM/Clatamistry: Wlm4a S.tiadly

=WHAM: LAKE STUDY

mumm: AP804,A1804

MEIGE: Environmental Chemistry

Problem Solving

Methods of Chemistry

Mit Preblem:SolVing

SiMulitieh

No_background in chemistry

High_sthool science or_dhemistry _ _ _

Advanced first year and middle level Chemistry

logiamai: This program guides the user through the steps of solving a scientific problem--a fish

kill in a hatchery. Animation allows the user to search the library, to use colleagues'

expertise, to sample and analyze lake water, and to check the fish in order to identify

the_pollutant_killing_the fish. In the second part of the program_the user nets up

controlled experiments in the lab to check the hypothesis in part one.

BinattiAtig: POND STUDY

D_ULIESSIZE: ATMS

TOPICS1 Environmental_Chemistry

Problem Solving

Methods of Chemistry

giMMELIO

Problem Eolving

Educational Game

Simulation

No background in Chemistry

High school science or chemistry

The user(s) is an ecologist who has been asked to develop a hypothesis about what is

causing_a fish kill. The_report must_be_supported_by experimental_and_literature_data. _A

simulated_library_and_laboratory are avaiIable_to_the_user.__The_same format as LKKE STUDY

(AP804) but less rigorous. Good application of scientific method.

MEaLLESS: ix=

=Ulna: AP805,A1805,1B805

TOPICS: Industrial Chemistry

Enviromental Chemistry.

Methods of Science

TG 006 - 2
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Malf&ENSE: RCIC (ContinUed)

Solving

Introduce_Concept

Simulation

LAME: No background in chemistry

High school science or chemistry

Advanced first level and middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTION: The user(s) must make recommendations to the local city_government_regarding data on BCTC,

a suspected carcinogen, which has been found in the river below a chemice plant. The

user has literature, a laboratory, and other task force ambers available to help decide

on the recommmendation to be made. This is an excellent application of scientific method,

especially since no conclusive answer can be given to the problem.

CHAPTER 02 M.makeruireirmeirrt.

MERMAfflik: SIGNIFICANT FIGURE DRILL

AP102,03102,IB102

Significant Figures

Drill & Practice

Tutoring

LEILA: NO liaokgetiortd, inichebistry

High school chemistry or_science

General college chemistry

PESCRIPTION: SIGNIFICANT FIGURE DRILL is designed for student use as a tutoring or drill exercise in

the use of significant digits. The %ger has the option of reviewing the rules, quizzing

the computer, or working on drill problems. The computer keeps score of correct answers

fur the user.

!EMMA/AP GRAPH

RIENAUM: API02,C0IO2,IBlO2

MEE: Geaphing

Data Analysis

DeaLimalysis

Demonstration

High school-science or:chemistry

General-college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chetistty

TG 006 - 3
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ngsatiumn: GRAPH (Continued)

Enanal0: Use thit program as a demonstration before the firkt quantitative Lab report requiring

graphing And &Ste analysis is due. GRIM will accommodate up to 80 sets of data, with the

option of graphing algebraic, log, or trig functions, and giving the user printed or video

data table, first derivrtives, or least squares analysis as well as slope and intercepts

of lines.

n=6E/W4E: DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS

DISK NUMBER: AP104,IB104

TOPICS: Dimensional Analysis

tlagi :

=MUM:

Drilt&I,ractice

Tutorim

ngh scheeliscience or chleiStry

General college chelistry

This program presents the user with dimensional analysis problems using length, volume,

mass, and energy units. The final section has practice problems from aIl the previous

sections.

maLmdIEB: AP105

ME:

Methods of Chemistry

Laboratory TecIniques

Drill & Preetide

Pre LabiDiscussion

SiedLition

UMW High school science or chemistry

General college chemistry

PIEEMIO: This program provides randomly generated simulations of vernier scales, Web as are found

on barometers and analytical belances,,for the user's practice._ This program could else

be-used to demonstrate the use and reading of vernier scales before the students go to the

lab.

=MUM: mum=
=AMUR: An01,111101

TOPICS: Graphing

Methods of Chemistry

TO 006 =
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=maim: GRAPHITII (Continued)

MS: Data Analysis

LEILA: No background in chemistry

High school science or chemistry

General college Chemistry

WaLTMSE This program helps the user organize data into table or graph form. Capacity up to 50_

rows and 4 columns in data table. User has choice of plotting any two variables in the_

data table in graph form. Program emphasizes the use of units for all measurements. Use

this program for individual or classroom sets of data.

CHAPTER 03 Matteir

CHAPTER 04 Erimrsy

BMEHLEBE: DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS

IglEMSZE: AP104t1B104

TOPICS: Dimensional Analysis

11.4A: Drill & Practice

Tutoring

LEM: High school science or chemistry

Gensral college chemistry

Iffagagagli: This program presents the_user with dimensional analysis problems using length, volume,

mass, and energy units. The final section has practice problems from all the previout

sections.

CHAPTER 05 Plummets of Met.ttetr--Osesets

CHAPTER 06 Th Oss Lswin rid Kirxest.d.O. TlamOry

EISSEAELEME: BALLOON

=UMBER: AP402,1B402

TOPICS: Gas Laws

t SibUlatiOn,

Demonstration

Introduce Concept

TG 006 - 5
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=WU=
LOW

BALLOON (Continued)

High school science or chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year And middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTION: This program helps students visualize the direct and inverse relationships between

temperature, pressure, and volume of an enclosed gas. The user inputs a change in either

pressure or temperature and the volume of balloon on the right of the screen reflects this

change. The original balloon also remains on the screen for comparison. Bar graphs at

the top of the screen reinforce the relationships of pressure, volume, and temperature.

B3MBISUffitZ: BOYLE

=KAMM:

MENA: Gras LAWS

Data Ahalytis

Demonstration

Simulation

Data Analysis

LEYELE: High scItool science or chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTION: This simulation program_could be_used as a_substitutekfor_the lab procedure, either_by

the_whole_class_or_for an_individual who missed_the_lab; The grimphilmg (analysis of data)

portion_couId_be an effective lecture tit; to help students see the relationships between

pressure and,volumeof enclosed gases or it could be used as a tutering_deViCe for

students having problems completing the BOLOS Lew_laboratory report. (*A safe

SUbStitute, Since the ute of mercury is eliminated.)

pIsm NUMBER: AP4OLA1401,IB401

Gat Lewt

Data Collection

Simulation

High school_sciezce or chemistry

General college cheMistry

This simulation of Charles' Law allows the user to collect data duet shows_the

relationship_between volume and_temperature of an enclosed gas. Because it is programmed

for easy access by a number of students, one could use this as a safe substitute for

heating air trapped by mercury plugs.

TG 006 - 6
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1=136/1.26/11:

121ZEJAMIZE:

MEE:

CkzAm.pt oar 45 P=cv,j*skimt SEFUPHIM

GAS LAW 7

A2402,18402

Gas Laws

Tutoring

Introduce Conczpt

:Ugh school science or chemistry

General college chemistry

DESCRIPTION: This introduction to gas laws program_allows the user to input values for one of the

variables that_affect_enclosed gases and the computer calculaMsithe values for the other

variable; From that information the user answers questions abeUt the kind:Of

relationthips derived. Individual student* could /We thiS program to an advantage.

3,6&fffitil: DALTON

MUM= :
TOPICS:

:

AP403,1B403,A1401

Gas Laws

simulation_ ,

EdUtational GeM4

High_school_sctence_or_themistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTION: User adds gas or heat tip an enclosed gas, using game paddles, to attain a maximum_pressure

Without exceeding the "blow-out" pressure. This can be done in competition format or by

experimental design.

=mum: BOYLE'S LAW SIMULATION

mamma: AP401,IB401

TOPIC!: Gas Laws

Mg: Data Collection

Simulation

MULE! High sCheol the:ditty

eneral college chemistry

PESCRIPTION: This program simulates_the CHEM Stwiy lab where students collect data to show the

relationship between pressure and volume of an enclosed gas using syringes and books. The

user can collect data by adding onabook at a time 4nd reading the volume of gas in the
syringe. Successive runs of tte program do NOT give you excctly the same readings, so the

program can be used to collect class data by individual students.

TG 006 - 7
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jasgrajjaig: GAS LAMS

PLEUMBER: AP401,IB401

Gas Laws

Tutoring

LIME:

DESCRIPTION:

High school chemistry

General college chemistry

This gas law tutorial program offers the user the option of approaching the solution of

problems_by either the formula method or the logic method after a graphic background is

presented;

EBREULNAMS: GAS LAW 542

mmaum& A14602,111402

glrica :

LIZAt

LIME

p/SCRIPTION:

Gin Laws

ItitrOdUte Cohdept

Tdtoring

High sdhool Chemistry

This is simple version of GAS LAW 7, where the user input& the number of molet, Volume,

temperature and pressure of an enclosed gas to obtain a data table that shows the

relationship betweentum of the variables. The user then answers questions based on this

table.

EXIMSELIWZ: PIOLECULKR SPEED DISTRIBUTION

DISK NUMBER: AP603,111603

TOPICS:

Y1LE:

Kinetics

Reaction Rates

Gas Laws

Demonstration

Introduce Concept

Simulation

High wheel chemistry or_science

General college dbemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

The ability to graph the speed distribution for a gas of your choice at many temperatures

on the same screen makes this simulation program a natdral for classroom demonstration of

the relationthip between molecular speed and reaction rates. You can use a temperature

range from 1K to above 10,000K.

TG 006 - 8
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IlEgnd_VAME: LAB CALCULATIONBOYLE'S LAW

mamma:

TOPICS:

MEW

AP402,IB402

Gas laws

Lab Data Check

Data Analysis

Unia: High school chemistry

General college chemistry

DESCRIPTION: This programwill1 accept voIume_from thxee1 trials, using up to three books pressure each,

from1 pressure-vnlume labs similar to Q41 Study Lab 4, and will return a print-out of ths

average volume pIus the uncertainty as weIl as the high and low values of l/volumo.

Printer is necessary.

CHAPTERI 0 7 Pkirsum e of Mx--Liqixid
aLrxcl Sciicls

MEALUIME: RAST 2

AP50l,AT5Ol,I35Ol

TOPICS: Solution Chemistry

Moles

Colligative Properties

TM: Demonstration

Introduce_Concept

Simulation

High sdhooI,Chemistry

General college Chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level cheMistry

DESCRIPTION: This simulation program introduces the molal depression constant concept and formula. The

user determines the meltinupoint of pure camphor and the malting point of a mixture of

camphor and an_unknown using the Rest method by reading the balances, controlling the heat

applied, and reading the finsI melting point. The coaputer gives the user a data summary

and another look at the formula, so that he/she can calculate the molecular weight of tte

unknown.

ZENBOLEAMP CAL 9

EILIMME: AP402,1B402

Descriptive Chemistry

TG 006 - 9
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DESCRIPTION:

=MILES:

mumsm:

mnm:

Ma:

Waal:

Mg1111330t

CAL 9 (Continued)

Problem_Solving

Data Analysis

High school science or chemistry

General college chemistry

This program gives the user time and temperature data on heating and cooling a pure

substance and the names of nine organic compounds that the unknown could be. From the

data given and using a CRC Handbook, the user identifies the compound. This is a very

simple application problem for beginning chemistry students.

GENERAL LABORATORY INTERFACING

AP1203,C01203

Interfacing

Efate Collection

Data Ahtlysit

Interfacing

Highschool Chemistry__

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

User can calibrate and tust a thermistor or Blocktronic I interfaced to the computer. The

devices can then be used to monitor changes continuously or sample at intervals. Both

graphic and numeric data displays are available and data files can be created. The

written materials in LM 010, LM 002, and LN 003 contain specific instructions for

construction and use of the interface devices.

CHAPTER 08 AtaMiC StruCture--I

BMW=
DISEAMMIEB:

MIGE:

WA:

ISIZLEt

RUTHERFORD

AP104iAT201

Atomic Structure

Nntlear CheMistty/Radiation

Methods of Chemistry

Demonstration

Tutoring

Problem Solving

High sdhOol-science or chialStry

G4neral college Chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

TG 006 - 10
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ErailISLELSE: RUTHERFORD (Continued)

DESCRIPTION: This program is an excellent introduction to the "indirect evidence" approach to atomic

structure modeling. Side 1 of this disk is a simulation of alpha-particle scattering that

could be effectively used either as a classroom simulation or for individual tutoring.

Side 2 allows user to experiment crestively with the scattering phenomena.

affilitSUALIE: BOHR ATM

DISK NUMBER: AP201,CO201

TOPICS: Atomic Orbitals

Atomic Structure

Electron Configuration

Simulation

Tutoring

Problem solving

WALE: High school chemistry

General college chemistry

DESCRIPTION: This simulation program allows user to select the wavelength of radiation to "excite" an

electron in the ground state of the hydrogen atom. Animation theta the radiation exciting

the electron, the radiatim, given off when the electron falls back to ground state, and

demonstrates the relationahv between the atom's return to ground state and the

wave2ength(s) of radiation chosen. User may use trial and error or calculate the

wavelength of light necessary for a specific transition before using.

fEWEELBAME: SPECTRAL LINES EXPERIMENT

muumass: AP202,00202,11202

TOPICS: Atomic Orbitals

Electron Configuration

Quantum Mechanics

Problem Solving

Data Analysit

High school science or Chemistry

General_college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTION: User inputs tistance of light band to slit of light source,_distance from grating td the

Olit,_number of lines on diffraction grating, and series being obserVed and the program

calculates the waVelength of hydrogen spectrum radiation.



Teseachetres VM/Cftemmistry: Mei Study of MaLttem-

masiguAms: HILLIKAN Oil Drop Experiment

nigummam: A1,205,15205

TOPICS: Atomic Structure

Demonstration

Simulation

Data Collection

MEM High school science or chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTION: "Focus" on the individual oil drop and change the applied potential on the drop to keep it

from movimg. Use this simulttion to introduce the concept of the charge on the electron.

The program has four pages of mathematical formulae that guide the user through the

calculations of the chmrge on the oil drop. Full screen animation makes this program

suitable as a lecture and demonstration aid.

PROGRaM WE: DECAY

AP1001

TOPICS: Nuclear Chemistry/Radiation

Atomic Structure

LEM:

Simulation _

Demonstration

Data Wllection

No_baCkground in Chemistry

High school science or_chemistry

General college Chemistry

DESCRIPTION: Collect the data from three or more successive runs of this program to illustrate the

"randomness" of radioactive decay. The graphics in this program are suitable for use as a

classroom demonstration that simulates the decay of 1000 atoms of a mystery substance. A

hard copy of the data can be obtained or a bar graph is available on screen.

CHAPTER 09 Atomic SZructureei--=

nom&mat MMIntimpropftperimft

MRAMERi AnOo1B205

=fa: Momic Structure

Demonstration

Simulation

Data Collection

TG 006 - 12 23
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PROGRAM NAME: MILLIKAN Oil Drop Experiment (Continued)

LEML11 High_school science_or_chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTION: "Focus" on the individual oil drop And change the applied potential on_the drop to keep it

from moving. Use this simulation to introduce the concept of the charge on the electron.

The program has four pages of mathematical formulae that guide the user through the

calculations of the charge on the oil drop. Full screen animation makes this program

suitable as a lecture and demonstration aid.

=MAZE: QUANTUM MECHANICS

AISX NUMBER: A11.02

TOPICS: Atomic_Orbitals

Quantum Mechanics

Electron Conf iguration

Pala:

Demonstration

Simulation

Introduce Concept

High schooliscience or Chemistry

General college chemiStry

Advanced fittt year And middle level chebistry

DESCRIPTION: This simulation program allows_the user to input a psi-square diagram and the computer

then displays probability distributions based on that diagram. The randomness of electron

motion can be demonstrated by allowing the computer to plot more than one graphic

distribution for a given psi-square wave.

misum.fiamp HYDROGEN

MIJUMB: AP201,00201,1B201

TOPICS: Atomic OrblItals

Quantum Mechanics

MBE: Simulation

Introduce Concept

MILS: General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

pESCRIPTION: This program graphitally portrays the radial wave functions and distribution probability_

diagrams from ls to 3d for the electron of the hydrogen atom. It is an excellent lActure

aid for the introduction of this topic.

TG 006 - 13
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MEMLIkeli: ELECTRON ARRANGEMENT

PISUEME: AP202,13202

TOPICS: ElectrOn ConfigUration

Drill & Practice

Tutoring

Introduce Concept

High school chemistry

General college chemistry

DESCRIPTION: The user is tutored AtiCther: alloWed to practice the order of electron filling_and the_

vititing of electron Configurations. A bracket diagram is used to help_the user_see_the _

pattern of atomic orbital fillingThere_is_aLlimited management program that allows user

to_keep track_of scores in the_practice sections; The rfrstisection could be used_as_a

lecture aid to introduce the order of orbital filling, especially if this program is to be

assigned Iater.

6/UNS: PEEKS"1984

plalAffig2: AP205 i1P205

Molecular Structure

NUclear Chemistry

Isotopet

MA: Calculations

Research

Advanced first year and middle level chemiatry

Advanced undergraduate or first year graduate chemistry

PESCRIPTION: The computer calculates the quantitative isotopic pattern for the chemical formula inpu

by the user, both numerically and graphically, based on successive isotopic splitting for

each of the n atoms in the formula.

Ct1-14kPTER 10 Chearticeal Barad I

=MUM: VSEPR

1211/11121121: AP3OI

MOIecular Structure/Shape

wonding

Demonstration

Simulation 25

TG 006 - 16
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PROGRAM NAME: VSEPR (Continued;

High school chemistry_ _

General_college chemistry_

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

=mum By using keyboard command, the uer can rotate graphic examples of compounds and ions that

heVe,two, three or four bbnding groups of:electrons on any or all three axis. This

simulation could be used as an effective lecture aid.

CHAPTER XX Cfteimical BondingIX

EMNIANdl: VSEPR

=Lamm: AP301

TOPICS: Molecular Structure/Shape

Bonding

Demonstration

Sitidlation

High school chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

=num: By using keyboard command, the user can rotate graphic examples_of compounds and_ ions that

have:two, three:or four bOnding groups of electrons:on Any or all three exit. Thit

sitdlation could be used as an effective lecture aid.

PROGRAM NAME: SEPARATIONS

DIMILMEB: AP808

TOPICS: Solubility

Bonding/Polarity

Laboratory Techniques

maga: Tutoring

Simulation,

Introduce Concept

High school science or chemistry

General_college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level Chemistry

DESCRIPTION: Tha:two intrOductory sections-of this program are excellent tutoring or review on tte

subjecti of polarity and solubility of compounds. itarting with covalenttonds_and

electronegativity, the polarity of mainly organic molecules and its relationship to

solubility is_presented._ Simulations_of_paper_chromatography_and_an_analysis of

pesticides are appIications_of the_concepts_learned in the_tutoring sectioni These could

be assigned or could be a special project for beginning.:students.

TG 006 - 15
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__Tamlamrta Ouida: VM/Ckiamistry: Tkies Study of Matter

CHAPTER 12 Pariodic Tablet

MM421-110E:

mummAER:

MBE:

DESCRIPTION:

BLOMAILIAME:

DIRJUMAEB:

POPICS:

DESCRIPTION:

aMMILEM:

E2.1=3:

TOPICS:

SiX SOLUTION PROBLEM

AP902,AT901,C0902,1B902,MC901

Ntcriptive CheMistry

Solution Chemistry

Periodicity

Problem Solving

Educational Game:

Introduce Concept

High school_chemistry

General_college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

This program, which needs a color monitor to be effective, could be used on first day of

class to stimulate interest in the course. Later on it could be used to introduce

solution chemistry or periodicity, since it uses three sodium salts (two are sodium

halides) and silver nitrate. SIX SOLUTIONS_was designed_for_problem solving; the user

mixes the six solutions,_two at_a_time, in a spot plate and from the results determines

the contents of the six test tubes.

ORDER THE ELEMENTS (1 OF 3 CHEMISTRY GAMES)

AF2O1, 18201

Periodicity

Revi

Drill & Pradtide

High school science or chemistry

General_college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

Use this program as individual or class review of trends in melting pointt, density,

atomic size, ionization energy, electronegativity, number of electrons, and metallic

character. A periodic table that shows only the element symbols is available to the user

on keyboard command.

ISOMERS

AP3010C030101B301

Isomers

Molecular Shape/Structure

Transition Metal Chemistry

TG 006 - 16
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MEAMAAME: ISOMERS (Continued)

UDIE:

Drill & Practice

Evemonstration

Simulation

General_college chemistry

Advanced first year:and middle:level chemistry:

Advanced undergraduate or first year graduate chemistry

Rummum: This program, whiCkpresents tWO octahedral structures with six randomly chosen ligands

for user determination as to_whether the_structures are identicali_geometric_isomers_i_or__

enantiomers, could_be used to_introduce the_concept of isomers in the classroom setting or

used as drill and practice for individual students.

PROGRAM NAME: ELEMENT SEARCH

DIELEgmaggt AP902,AT901,C0902,MC902

TOPICS: aescriptive Chemistry

Periodicity

Problem Solving

Educational Game

Review ConCepts

PrOblem solving

MULE: High school science_or chemistry

General college chemistry

DESCRIPTION: The computer assigns an unknown element to the user and answers up to eleven questions

about the chemical end physical properties of that element by user request. From the

answers, the user must deduce the identity of the element.

CHAPTER 13 Cftmmi=mI Pcirirmaian

MattEUMM: NAMING

RISKJEMIEB: Anon

TOPICS: Chemical Formulae

Oxidation States-

IT:Organic Nomenclature

UEEE: Drill & Practice

Tutoring

LIME: High_school_chemistry

General:college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level etemistry

TG 006 - 17
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BIEMELNIME

MMIEZIM:

NAMING (Conti:tied)

Excellent drill and practice program for individual use_. The management system_allows the

instructor to get a-printed_copy_of_user!s score in_areas_of_naming_elements,_writing

chemical symbols, naming and writing formulae of inorganic compounds. Program gives user

hints as to what is wrong with the answer and three chances to give the correct answer

before it is shown on the screen.

Maatidga: NAME THE IONS

DISK NUMBER: AP301,1B3Ol

TOPICS: Inorgwnic Nomenclature

Drill & Practice

LEILA: High school chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

plagatum: This four-level drill program will give the user lots of practice naming randomly selected

inorganic anions. After two incorrect responses, the computer gives tin correct answer.

arzwitijitz: VALENCE DRILL

PIEKMZE: AP305 ,13305

TOPIcS Oxidation States

MEETZIUSIE

Drill & Practice

High school_dhemistry__

General college Chemistry

User is timed as he/she inputs the oxidation states of ten inorganic ions or radicals

randomly generated by the computer. The program accepts valences in many forms, -2, 2- and

CHAPTER 114 CklessnicaLl Ecitaett icsnas

niffiaLLEME: BALANCED EQUATIONS

PIELEIZZE: APBOB

chemical Reactions

Moles

Stoicidometry

29
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=MUM: BALANCED EQUATIONS (Continued)

Drill & Practice

Review Concepts

Tutoring

High school chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

DESCMT/ON: This_excellent_drill_and practice_program gives help during both the equation balancing

and mass-mass problem solving sectiorm without solving the problems for the user. The

program could be used as an assignment or for extra practice.

CHAPTER 1 5

PROGRAM NAME: GAS LAW 542

NALEMISB: AP402,1B402

Gas Lees

NUA: Introduce Concept

MELIELTSM

Tutoring

High school cheMistry

camatics of Cl-meannisstry

This is simple version of GAS LAW 7, where the user inputs the number of moles, volume,

temperature and pressure of an enclosed gas to obtain a data table that shows the

relationship between two of the variables. The user than answers questions based on this

table.

EBMEAME: BALANCED EQUATIONS

OtEADIMEEI AP305

TOPICS: Chemical Rewtions

Melee

Steichionetry

Drill & Practice

Review_ Concepts

Tutoring

High school-chi:Mist*

General college_chimistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

TG 006 - 19
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miaam=kimm-'m olaidet: VX/Cliftmistry: Mies SttidS, Of MAttesr

EMBaktIMEIE:

=KUM:

BALANCED EQUATIONS (Continued)

This_excellent_driII_and_practice_program_gives help during both the_equation balancing

and maw-mess problem solving sections without solving the problems for the user. The

program could be used as an assignment or for extra practice

=MUM: MOLES IN SPACE

=MIEN: AP304,AT301,C0304,1B304,MC304

mum: Moles

Problem Solving

Educational Game

Drill & Practice

LRELA: High school chemistry

General college chemistry

Pa:Pranced first year and middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTION: Mit drill And practice geme gives the user 100 time units to solve three problems

changing greet end molar masses to moles. Any time units left over can be redeemed_in _

another computer game on ne disk. The user will need a calculator and a periodic table

to play MOLES IN SPACE.

nicaEld_Nia: MOLE DEMO

=mug: AP305,18305

TOPICS: Moles

Demonstration

lastroduce Comept

MEW High acheel-Cheeittry

General college_chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTION: This animated program simulates the stacking of paper a mole high from the surface of the

earth, while keeping numerical data on the number of sheets of paper And the dittance from

the earth at the bottom of the screen. A very good "visualization" of how large a mole

reellY it.

faggsom_mus: (EMPIRICAL) FORMULA

RIZEJUIES: AP301,AT30I,C0301,IB301

Ahalytidil Chebistry

FOriallas

LabOratory Techniques

TG 006 - 20
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MilatUME: (EMPIRICAL) FORMULA (Continued)

MEW Prelab Discussion

Shsulation

LEVELS: High school chemittry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

RENEnno: Use this_program as part of:your:pre-lab instructions or for individual-tutering in:

correct lab_procedure for-obtaining correctidata in determining the empirical formula of

potassium Chlorate from the decomposition of the compound. This program could also be

used:as a substitute for the actual lab procedure if you are concerned about beginning

cheMistry students heating potassium chlOrate.

PROGRAM MOLE CALCUIATIONS

puljszez: AP304 C0304 i1B304

TOPICS: WeleS

ft:blot: Solidi*

MUE: Drill IS Practice

Educational Game

MILE: High school chemistry

Qneral college chemistry

QTAGB21112E: This game-format drill and practice_pregram_can_accommodate up_to six_usersi each working

the same_mole_calculation with a_differentiassigned:"given": starting amount. :Assign it

for:individuaI help or for competition. The computer can be used as a ealculator by

keyboard command;

Eft2gBfiNjamE: ELEMENTAL ANALYSIS

DISK NUMBER: AP205

TOPICS: Chemical_Formulae-

Percentage CoMposition

UM: Calculations

Lab Data Check

High school:chemistry

General college chemistry ,

DESCRIPTION: The computer calculates the percentage composition to the nearest 1/1000 for the empirical

formula that the user inputs.

TG 006 - 21
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nmettuffig: QUIZ ON MOW MASSES

DISK NUMBER: 0304,C0304,111304

TOPICS: Moles

MEM Review COOtept

Drill & Ptectide

MILE: High_school_chemistry___

General college chemistry

DESaIPTION: This 12-problem quiz randomly presents the titer With the chemical formula and the name of

a compound and a choice of four molecular weights. The user inputs the letter of the

eolecular weight selected. The computer keeps the user's score.

MaiiiiittlE: MOLE EaERCISE

mg_Hummu: AP305,13305

MEM =

Wall1210:

Moles
s.S Unit

Drill & Practice

High sehool-chaMistry.

General college dheeittry

This drill and practice_program_has ten_problems_relating to molar volumes (STP),

A !s number,_and molar masses of gases in multiple choice Unto. User gets only one

chance to input answer. Solutions are shown for incorrect answers.

MaallfitZ: MOLE DRILL

lasjoug: AP305,1B305

=A=

1211EFIELLE:

Moles

Drill & Practice

High scheol-chiMidtry

eheral college chemistry

This_drill_and_practice program_gives_the user_problems in_Changing moles toigrams,

molecules_to_moles, emu's to grams, grams to molecules. czrrect answer is given in

response to an incorrect input.

fiRalitURS: MOLI-MLE TUTOR

EalLIMEB: AP305

T0006-22
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PROGRAM NAME: MOLE-MOLE TUTOR (Contimued)

TOPICS: Stoiehiometry

Tutoring

Introduce Concept

High_school chemistry

General college chemistry

DESCRIPTION: The user has the option of starting with grams, moles, or molecules in this tutoring

program using the reaction of aluminum hydride and water. The computer shows the mole

ratios of reactants and products and carries out the calculations required while

explaining the procedure to the user.

Makajlha: STOIC21104ETRY

=Liam; AP306

ZIELCA:

tag :

MERU=

Stoichiometry

Tuto

Drill & Practice

High sChOol-chbaittry

General college cheaiktry

This program can be used for tutoring or drill in the solution of mass-mass problems. The

user must convert the given mess to moles, input the number of moles of the unkown formed

and then convert the moles Lo grams. There is a periodic table available in the program.

DgEMELEM: DRILL ON MOLE CONCEPT

TOPICS:

AP306

Moles

Drill & Preetide

LIME: High school chemistry

General college chemistry

DESCRIPTTON: This drill program gives the user practice in clanging-moles to molecules to grams to

atoms. When the user inputs a wrong answer, the solution is thOign.

TG 006 - 23"
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CRAPTER 16 Solution.=

DMIMANIE

=AMER:

IONE:

SIX SOLUTION PROBLEM

AP902,A1901,C0902,18902,MC901

1Yetcriptive Chemistry

Solution Chemistry

Periodicity

Problem Solving

Educational Game:

Introdute Cencept

High school chemistry

General_college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

DESCR/PTION: This program, which needs a color manitor to be effective, could be used on first day of

claSS to StiMulate interett in the course. Later on it could be used to introduce

solution chemistry or periodicity, since it uses three sodium salts (two are sodium

halides) and silver nitrate. _SIX SOLUTIONS was_designed_for problem solving; the user

mixes_the six solutions,_two at a time, in a spot plate and from the results determines

the contents of the six test tubes.

maigum: LAKE STUDY

waramm: AP804,A=04

TOPICS: Environmental Chemistry

Problem solving-

MClicids of cheitigtty

UM: Problem_Solving

Simulation

No background in Chemistry

High sChoel science or thotittty

AdVanted firet year and middle level Chemistry

01911=12N: This program_guides the_user_through_the steps of solving a scientific problem--a fish

kill in_a hatchery. Animation allows the user to search the library, to use colleagues'

expertise, to sample and analyze lake water, and to check the fish in order to identify

the pollutant killing the flail. In the second part of the program the user sets up

controlled experiments in the lab to check the hypothesis in part one.

EffiffiaLtail: FOND STUDY

02-41AMSE: AP809

12110: Environmental Chemistry

Problem Solving

Methods of Chemistry

TG 006 - 24
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MULLIME

Wg:

Wilgat

MIMIZEWN

Lai&

DE0=1.01:

FOND STUDY (Continued)

Problem Solving_

Educational Game

Simulation

No background in chemistry

High school science or chemiStry

Te user(s) is an ecologist who has been asked_to_develop a hypothesis about what is

causing_a The_report must be wapported by experimental and literature data. A

simulated library and.Laboratory ere artilabIe to the user. The same format as LAKE STUDY

(0804) but less rigorous. Good application of scientific method.

SEPARATIONS

AP808

Solubility

Bonding/Polarity

Laboratory Techniques

TUtorirg

Siilation

Introduce Concept .

High school_srience or_chemistry

GeneraI college Chemistry

Advanted first year And Middle level chemistry

-The_two introductory sections of this programare excellent tutoring or review on thn

subjects_of_polarity_and_solubility_of_compounds. _Starting with covalent bonds and

electronegativityi_the_polarity, of mainly organic molecules_ and its relations/1'p to

solubility is presented; Simulations of paper chromathgraphy and an analysis of

pesticidesiare applications of-the concepta learned in the tutOring section, These could

be assigned or could be a special project for beginning students.

nMatitijita: WAQUAL

PLIEZIME:

TOPICS:

:

0802i1B802iAT802iC0802

Envir,%7Avinta1 Chemistry

Indmtrial CheMistry

PrOblem NolVing

Simulation_

Problem_Solving_

Educational Game

No background in Chemistry

High sdheol science orcheMistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry
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Immulimp WAWAL (Continued)
-

DESCRIPTION: In this simulation/game, the user contras the percentages of primary, secondary, and

tertiary treatment at the local water treatment_plant to keep the dissolved oxygen above

the government standard of 5 mg/L. Introductory pages have needed information about

terminology and procviures. User has thamption_of_saving_hif;_data and returning to the

game later, since it recALres more than one class period to play;

BMW-MP

RIALIEME:

CHIEMPro3P

AP902,C0902

TOPICS: Descriptive Chemistry

Analytical_Chemistry

Problem Selving

11-4kt Problem Nolving

Rel-riew Concepts

MME: High school cheeiry

General_college chemistry

Advanced first year an4 miiiCe level ctemistry

plESCRIPTION: Using batic lalboratrry tests to deterAde its chemical and physical properties, the user

identifier-5 the unknown campotuul selected by the computer. This program could be used for

reviey and for developing 112010 problem-solving skilLs.

COAPMER 17 :Expronmsging Solution C07.1.ftritt-ations

maistumME: HOLARITY

plIUNKRE: AP502,18502

Concentration Problems

MEW Drill & Practice

LEYELli High sdha6l chemistry

General ccllege chemistry

This program randomly generates IC problems giving either amount of solute and volume of

solution, volume and comcentration, or grams of solute and volume of solution. There it a

limited management system that keeps track of right answers. Good program for individual

use.

TG 006 - 26
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Ea2gBfiLM: CONCENTRAT/ON QU/Z

=Maga: AP501,IB501

TOPICS: Concentration Problems

Solution Chemisry

Solubility

Problem Solving

Review Concept

MEW High_school chemistry

General college chemistry

advanced first year and middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTIE: The user is given sets of four solutions to arrange in order of decreasing concentration._

Concentxations ars given In terms of saturated solutions, molarity and number of molecules

in a given volume. User has access to a data table of solubilities and molecular weights

for assistance in making decisions. Explanations of wrong answers are given.

CHAPMER 18 Mei Co 1 1 igmt PM-ol'ert. igg
of SO11.itioms

=Malin: ROST 2

=Mum: APSOI,AT501,18501

MULE: Solution ChoMistry

Haat__

Colligative Properties

Demonstration__
Introduce Concept

Simulation

MEW High schbol-chomistry

eileral college_ chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

mgmalm: This simulation program introduces the molal depression_ constant corwept and formula. The

user determines the malting point of pure- camphor and tte melting point of a miXture of

camphor and an unknown using the Rest method by reading the balances, controlling the Wit

applied, and reading the final melting point. The computer gives the user a data summary

And another look at the formula, so that he/she can calculate the molecular weight of the

unknoWn.

mishums: ABS GAME

pIELMM14B: 0501,1E501



Taaaackiesr's Guides: VI/Claesmistry: The' Study of Mattesr

MilIBELEME

=Ma:

WIA

WOMMEI2li

ABS GAME (Continued)

Descriptive Chemistry

Problem Solving

Gawral Review

Educational Game

Review Concepts

Problem Solving

High sdhool-Chemistry

General college cheMistry

The physical and Chemical properties of 6 compounds are_raadomly_revealed_to_the_user: the

objectof tims_ipmeAs_to_match_the_properties given with one of_17_possible compounds in

the_memory bank._ _This method_of review and problem solving could be used by one or two

individual players, or by a class that is divided into teams.

CHAPTER 19 Cftesmical Kiriestica

magiN_BAM:: MOLECULAR SPEED DISTRIBUTION

2LEJMUMER: AP603,I3603

BM& Kinetics

Reaction Rates

Gas Lmm

Demonstration :

Introduce Concept

SimUlatift

LEW: High school chemistry or science

General_college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTION: The:ability to graph the speed diatribUtion for a gas of your choice at many temperatures

on the:same screen Makes this simulation program a natural for_classroom demonstration of

the_relationship between uolecular speed and reaction rates. You can use a temperature

range from 1K to above 10,000K.

Eizaktuhvz Rau

PIELMNIE: AP601,IB601

&section Rates

Kinetics
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gsgoAmjamz: RATES (Continued)

Demnstration

Data: Collection

Sinnlation

High_school_dhemistry

General college chemistry

DESCRIPTION: User inputs quantities of reactants in this "clock" reaction simulation of the hydrolysis

of t=batyl chloride and time" the reaction in real or compressed time. A color monitor

makes this a more effective classroom demonstration, but it can be satisfactorily used for

data collection with b/w monitor.

PROGRAM NAME: KINETICSA SIMULATION LAB

RIgumAgam: AP601,12601

mum: Reaction Rates

Kinetics

Laboratory Techniques

WA: SiMulation

Pre Lab Discussion

Data Collection

MSL5' High school _chemistry

General college chemistry

MCLUILIDE: Use this simulation program as a pre-Lab practice or_to_actually_coIlect_data_for_the

starch-iodine_clock_reaction.__Excellent_graphics and specific instructions take the user

through_the lab procedure; choosing solutions; rinsing_glassware;Aund.mixing the
,

solution'. Options include setting temperature and selecting diffditent concentration' of

an solutions;

EBOBAUbmz: PHOTOCHROMIC KINETICS

mummus: AP1202,031202

TOPICS: KinetiCS

Transition tUtal Chemistry

Reaction Rates

UM: Data Collection

Data Analysis

Interfacing

LISLE: General College Chemistry

Advanced first_year_and_middle level chemistry

Advanced undergraduate or first year graduate them

TG 006 = 29
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FIMBAILHAM:

RUCELEUSIN:

PHOTOZHROMIC KINETICS (ContinUed)

This program interfaces_with_a 4locktronie_colorimeter_to measure the_rate_of_thermal_

decay_of heavymetai compiexes_that_have_been_radiated with strong visible light; Other _

programs on the disk_may be used for_data analysis._ Requires the use_ofan adapter box and

Blocktronie I. Additional background and lab procedure is available in LM 302;

BUCL

RULEME: AP604

TOPICS: Reaction Rates

Kinetice

Organic Chemistry

Mk: Simulation

Data_Coliection

Demonstration

LEYELP High school-chemistry

eneral college_dheMistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTION: Because this program allows the user to change either temperature or soivent_concentration

or both, the effect of these variables on the rate of reaction can be studied--either by

an individual student or by a class as a whole if used as a demonstration aid.

DIMBEJLINZ: ANIMATION

pjaKM: AP603

Reaction Mechanisms

Organic Chemistry

Simulation___

Demonstration

Introduce Concept

MILE: High school chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

The ANIMATION of this program_simdlates the multi-step mechanism of the chiorination_of__

methane. A simultaneous printout at the bottom of the screen keeps tally of each species

in tile medianism. Moines the sequence may be stopped and started with keyboard commands,

this program could be used as a lectur% aid to introduce or demonstrate reaction

mechanisms.

TO 006 - 30
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CHAPTER 20 Entliatlpy arid Entropy

gaggum_lifiug: GENERAL LABORATORY INTERFACING

PLIKAVMS: AP1203,C01203

=Et
Urg:

=LI

MELIMUN

Interfaditig

Data Collection

Data_Analysis

Interfacing

High schooI,chemistry

General-college chebistry

Advanced first year and middle level CheMittry

User can calibrate and test a thermistor or Blocktronic I_interfaced_to the computer. The

devices can then_be used to_monitor changes continuously or sample at intervals. Both

graphic and numeric data displays are available and data files can be created. The

written materials in LM 010, LH 002, and LM 003 contain specific instructions for

construction and use of the interface devices.

EMMANAME: MINERAL RESOURCES

DISK NUMBER: A24307,AT807

TOPICS:

DESCRIPTION:

EfflfiESUALZ:

RIALMS11:

Energy

Enttopy

Problei Solving

Introduce Concept

Tutoring

Problem Solving

No betkgreSnd in Chemistry :

High scheol science or cheMistry

Advanced first year and middle level Chemistry

The introduction of this program can be used as a lecture aid to introduce students to the

concepts of and the relationship_between energy and entropy. It could also baused for

tutoring an individual. The problem solver has the challenge of maintaining the supply of

"metallium" for a 50-year period at a reasonable price by exploring for new resources,

using more efficient mining technology, recycling, finding substitutes for metallium or

using tax breeks.

BEGINNING THERMO

AP60I,I1160I

TherMedynamiss

Ehergy/Enthilpy

IG 006 - 31 42
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EgsaMIZESE: BEGINNING THERMO (Contirmed)

RIM Drill & Ptattic-6

UnU:

=KEES:

MMUM-E6S:

High_seheel dhiiiitry

General collegwehemistry

Advanced first year and middle level themistry

This drill and practice program has a management system and hint sections that help the

user work randomly assigned problems in beginning thermodynamics.

HEATS OF REACTION

02EAMBEE: API201,001201

TOPICS: Energy/Enthapy

Chemical Reactions

Thermodymmaics

LIMLA

Data Collection

DatwAnalysis

Interfacing

High Belt:MI-science or themistry

General collegadhedistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTION: Use this_progrma to collect data while the chemical reaction is in progress using a

thermal probe_interfaced to the computer. Other programs on the disk will calibrare the

probe and wnalyze the daVa collected. Requires adapter box and thermistor.Additional

background and information are available in LH 005. Use a classroom demonstration or for

student data collection in the laboratory.

CHAPTEn 21 Chmrn1=m1 EquiMibwiurn

=MUSD EQUILIBRIUM SIMULATION

ETILEMEE: AP601,11601

MELCal: Equilibrium

Chemical Reactions

Demonstration

Simulation

Introduce Concept

UMW High sehool-cIemistry

Genetalicollego_chemittry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

TG 006 - 32
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MgatUffin: EQUILIBRIUM SIMULATION (Continued)

DESCRIPTION: EQUILIBRIUM SIMULATION program allows the user to choose the time Lapse of display cycle,

the original concentrations of the reactants and products for the reaction of acetic acid

and ethanol to form water and ethyl acetate. This reaction takes about two hours to come

to equilibrium in real time. The graphic form of data display is very effective for

classroom demonstration.

mogum_nds: SULFURIC ACID

unman: AP8OI ,AT80 C0801 ,I13801 ,11C801

=at IhdUttrial Chelittry

EqUilibrium

Problem Solving

LIMA:

Simulation_

Problem Solving

Tutoring

High_school science or_chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

pragainnff: Use this simulation program to help students apply the chemical principles of reaction

rates immd equilibrium. The user selects the starting materials and reaction conditions to

get the greatest possible yield with the least pollution emission and for the lowest cost.

The introduction of the program can also be used for tutoring.

UNBAELMIE: AN EQUILIBRIUM SIMULKTION

pisumumg: AP603,IB603

TOPICS: EqUilibrium

Chokical Reactions

Reaction Rates

WMP Demonstration

Introduce Concept

Simulation

MILE: High school chemistn,

General college chemis

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

This simulation of-the formation of HI-from its elements shoes the activation_energy

curve; it allows-the user to iaput beginning concentrations of_reactents and product and

to upset the equilibrium once it ie adhieved. If you are going to uae this for a

claisroom demonstration, decide before class what values to inputi since some

concentrations require_longer_than_a_class_period_to_come_to_equilibrium--but maybe you

want to show students how long it really takes for this to happen!
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ZEOZE611.2&11: XEMON

=LEM& AP605

MEM: Eq0ilibrium

Problem Solving

Laboratory Techniques

LEE&

Simulation-

Prdblem &olVing

General college chemistry

Advanced first_year_and_middle_IeveI chemistry

Advanced undergraduate or first year graduate chem

gosauzigm The user of:this program,will be applying the equilibrium concept_to the production of

xenon:fluorides. NOt only does the user contedl temperature and pressure of the gases,

but alsseinipulates the valves in the vacuum system on the screen. Student users will

need background before starting this lab simulation. There is excellent documentation on

the back of ttis disk.

Dmistimis: KINTHERM and KINTNER" STANDARDS

RIAILEMBEE: AP606

IMGE: Thermodynamics

Kinetics

Equilibrium

Data:Analygit
SiddlatiOn

Demonstration

LAME: General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level Chemistry

Advanced undergraduate or first year graduate chem

RIZELELIMI For advanced students who want a challengs, this is it! User_may input equilibrium

constants and time and the_progrnm_plots the concentration-time curves_for_the reaction.

For_classroom lectureand demonstration, the KINTNER,' STANDARDS program has eight curves

obtained from KINTNER!" that can be used for comparative purposes.

migadaas: BALL TOSS

pjjauging: AP601,IB601

I2EIGA: Equilibrium

REM Simulation

Demonstration

TG 006 - 34
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MagfillAta: BALL TOSS (Continued)

LIME: High school_chemistry

General college chemistry

121=211M: Thit it a very simplified simulation of equilibrium, using balls to represent reactants

And products. The user inputs the number of initial reactants and products_and forward

and reverse rates. The computer calculates the_equiIibrium clnstant. Iheuser can compare

constants based on different concentrations (different number of balls) of reactants and

products.

ERNEAKAME: REACTION RATES

RIELENIEB: AP601,I160l

TOPICS: Equiliirium

Reaction Rates

: Demonstration

SiMULatift_

Introduce Concept

High school chemistry

General college chemistry

DESCRIPTION: The user inputs the initial forward azd reverse reaction rates And the computer

graptically cWoonstratts hoW the number of reactants and products changes over time. The
user can watch equilibrium being established. The clumging_populations are given in bar

graph and numerical ratio forms. This program can be used as an individual student

assignment or for classroom demonstration.

ZENESilititiE: EQUIL TIC-TAC-TOE

AP603,113603

Equilibrium

Problem Solving

Educational Game

Problem-SOlviNk

Review CO:10.44A.

Ugh school chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

pESCRIPTION: Correct answers_to solution and acid-base equilibrium problems earn tile users X's or O's

on the Tic-Tac-Toe board. User(s) should have a calculator handy. An excellent way to

apply the equilibrium concepts.

TG 006 - 35
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.113

CI-LAPTER 22 The' Solubility Pz-odu=t Exp=elissiom

BffinLMM: immunnwNam

mmaum 1050201s502

UALPJ,I212N:

Solution Chemistry

Solubility

Equilibrium

Educational Game

Problem Solving

High school chemistry

Mmeral college chemittry

Advanced firtt year And middle level chemistry

In thie_educational_gane,_two players_are_each giverisetsiof five cationsand ten anions.

The_objectiiisito formiassuuly_precipitates_as you:can duringiyour turn; When oneiplayer,

cakes amistakeiithe screenichanges ion sets and the_otheriplayer forms-precipitatet. The

instruotor has the option of letting atudnntt we solubility tables during pity.

EBMEAtali gOLUBIUTY

=UMBER: AP502,111502

12ELGE: SOlUbility

Chemital Readtions

Chemical Formulae

: Educational Game

Review Concepts

Problem Solving

LAMALA: High school chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

;IESCRIPTION: Up to four pLayers can use this program. Each is randomly dealt from four to eight ions

and is given the choice to fors- a precipitate, a gas, or pass. Two chances are given to

score from each tat of ions. This is a fun way to review solubility.

zsgeoums: CANAL 1,2,3

PIALEMISE: AP902,AT901,C0902,111902,MC901

Analytittl Chediltry

QUAlititiVe Ahilytis

Simulation__
Problem_Solvitg

Review Concept

TG 006 - 36
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=MUM: CAR1 1,2,3 (Continued)

High achool science or chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year And middle level chimittry

ZERIMAN: These simulations of qualitative analysis schemes for groups 1,_2, and 3 could be used as

a pre-lab review or quiz, as a substitute for the lab, or as a review before a lab test.

MEAKiattg: CANAL 4,5

)1TALMISEE: AP902 ,MC901

imat

Analytical Chemistry

Qualitative Analysis

Problem Solving

SiMUlation

ReView COntspt_

Problem Solving

LIMA: Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

Advanced undergraduate or first year graduate chem

DESCRIPTION: These simulations of the qualitative analysis schemes for groups 4 and 5 could be used as

pre-lab tests or tutoring, as substitution for the lab itself, or for post-lab review.

mama_mus: CHEMICAL DUNGEONS

Miagaina: AP602

MEEE: Problem Solvinc

Solution Chemistry

Chemical Reactions

Oka: Educational Game

Ptdblem Selving

High_eChool chemistry__

General_college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level Chemistry

=Kam In this Chehical adVentUre gams the tiler gOlVegithedistry-related probleat in order tti get

thrOgh the dungeon alive with the treat:ire. The dungeon has 51 rooms with eleven

chemical problems to be solved. A_roving professor_quizzes the user on different aspects

of chemistry from a bank of randomly accessed questions.
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CHAPTER 23 A=mlelm, Bassets, arid

mggam_gamg: ACID STRENGTH :

majimagi APS0103501

TOPICS: Acid-Base_Chemistry

Equilibrium

Solution Chemistry

MA: Demonstration

Introduce Concept

TUtoring

High school:Chemistry

Getveral college chemistry

EMEELQ: The first screftns of this program are tutorial on the concept of the dissociation of

strong and wesk acids. For demonstration or to use the program to introduce the concept,

start with the graphic representation of ths dissociation of J X to H+ end X-, then watch

the acid molecules dissociate on screen and compare the percent dissociations that are

calculated.

CHAPTER 24 AcAcilim, Bemetesim* arid SaltsIX

MEallika: pH (7 Programs)

PULEINESE: AP502,13502

19fIck: Acid-Base Chemistry

LIMA:

212011210:

TUtoring

DTiII & Practice

High school chimittry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

These seven tutoring programs_cover_acidbase conceptsi including integer_and fraction_pH4

strong and weak acidsilia; [H+1, [OH-j, buffer solutions and titration. :The user is given

quantitative problems tO save, moSt Of WhiCh require the Ute of a calculator.

EMBAELESZ: ACID-BASE PROBLEMS

plajlitpag: APSOI,IBSOI

Aeid-Basa,chaaistry

Condentration TerminOlogy/Problems
4 9
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MIZE:

graLIELLO:

ACID=BASE PROBLEMS (Continued)

Review

Drill & Practice

High schoolichemistry

General college chemistry

Op to six_ployers may use this program to compete for top score in solving normality_and

molarity problems, for_[HiTand [OH-) using Kw, for pH given 1114-) or [OH-], or titration

problems given_concentration_of_either tile acid or base; Each player solves the same

problem, but is assigned a different numerical "given" amoumt.

Eftlismumg: LOWRY/BRONSTED

mums: AP501,IB501

mags:

MEM:

DESCRIPTION:

Acid-Base Chemistry

Ittoring

Drill & Practice

Introduce Concept

High school Chemistry

Oeneral_college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

An excellent-tutoring and practice program thatifocuses on the Bronsted/Lowry conceptiof

conjugate acid/base pairs. In-the problem portion, the-user may-Choose up to nine acids

to arrange in order Of decreasing strenith bated upon the equilibrium reactions given.

The problem section could be used in a classroom setting.

Malt AIM WEAK ACID/BASE

LEIEGA:

DESCRIPTION:

A1501,1B501

Acid-Base Chemistry

Tutor

Drill & Practice

Genaral-college Chemistry

Advanced fitst year and middle level CheMistry

.User is given the molarity and dissociation constant for a weak acid in aqueous solution

atcoom_tessperature_and must_solve_for_the pH of_the_acidi In some_cases_the quadratic_

equation_must_be used. Therivis an-option of using the printer or the screen during the

"check" session, where an explanation is given for wrong answers.

TO 006 - 39
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CHAPTER 25 AcidBase Titratiori

aggRalfiNg: EXCESS

amuumAgs: AP301,IB301

TOPICS: Acid-Base Chemistry

Stoichiometry

Equilibrium

UM: Dmonsration
IntrOdUte-COncept

Peat Lib Discussion

High school chemistrY

General_college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTION: EXCESS was designed for classroom demonstration to introduce the concept of excess

reagent. It is especially effective for showi.ng what happens to the pH of the solution az

you get close to the endpoint of a titration, since the computer calculates the pH as well

as the moles of excess reagent and moles of water formed.

aggsaujAm: TITRATION CURVES

puummEE: AP501,IB501

MEM: Acid-Base Chemistry

Analytical Chemistry

Equilibrium

:

ELEBLEELOt

Tutoring

uencnstration

Ihtteduce Concept

Genere_college Chemistry

Advanced first_year_and_middle_level chemistry

Advanced undergraduate or first year graduate chemistry

Because this program allows the user to invit the name, dissociation constant, and the

concentrition of the acid, it could be used to introduce the concepts of week, diprotic,

and triprotic acids by comparing the graphs of their titrations with a strong base. A

printout of the concentrations of H+, HA, B, and A- at every .25 change in pH is

available. The explanation section is good for tutoring the user.

aggEMIJAMB: pH PLOT

EIELEUMB: AP503

TOPICS: Acid-Base Chemistry

Malytical Chemistry

Equilibrium
51
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MEgaitUMME: pH PLOT (Continued)

Demonstration_

Lab Data Check

Simulation

LAME: High echocl chemittry

General college chemistry)

AdVanc de first year And middle level chemistry

MERIDION: With keyboard commands the user can-titrate strong or1 weak acids against strong or week

bases. The:introduction section explains the use of equilibrium expressions to calculate

the pH of the solution during titration. This program can plot titration curves faster

than performing the real titration with pH meter, can be used to check Student

calculations, and to determine the volume at which neutralization occurs graphically and

mathematically.

BACKTITER

=JAIME: AP604

TOPICS,: analytical Cheaittry
Wiritative Analysis

Laboratory Techniques

11M: Simulation

LOWNI: General college chamittry

Advinced firtt year and middle 141441 chemistry

DES MON: The_technique ofback_titration to_analyze_a_complex_mixture_of carbonates is simulated in

this_programi_The_user_has_the option of computer-standardized solutions_or user can

standardizewith_the_computer's help; This program can_be_ueed as a_pre-lab assignment to

acquaint students with:the techndque or to actually-collect data to determine the

compOsition of the mixture of sodium carbonate and bicarbOrtato.

CHAPTVR 26 OxidistiorxRaductiarx Reaactiaris

EMB6MjaUK: GENERAL LABORATORY INTERFACING

Mumma: AP1203,001203

3=1: Interfacing

Data Collection

Data Analysis

Interfacing

LEILA: High school chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middie level chemistry

TG 006 - 41
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MateRJANC: GENERAL LABORATORY INTERFACING (Continued)

DESCRIPTION: User_can_calibrate_and_test a_thermistor_or BIocktronic I_interfaced_to_the computeri The

devices can then_be used to_monitor_changes_continuously or sample at intervaIs;_,Both

graphic and numeric data_displays_are available and_data files can be created._ The

written materials in LM 010,_LM 002, and LM 003 contain specific instructions for

construdtion And use Of the interface devices.

CHEI4ICAL SEARCH

=MAW AP902,AT901,00902,MC902

TOPICS: Wescriptive CheMistry

Problei SolVing

General Review

Review_Concept_

Problem Solving

Drill & Praetico

LIME: High school chelistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTIO: Use this program to review and/or reinforce the way in which the chemical and physical

properties of compounds can be used to distinguiSh between them, either on an individual

student basis or in the clatsroom by dividing the class into teams, competing on the basis

of number of clues necessary before the "teduunin" is properly identified.

=mum: mann RIMER

PIELJEMIZE: AP306

MEM: Oxidation-Reduction Chelittry

Stoichiometry

Problem Solving

Drill & Practice

LAYELAt High scheel-cheMistry

eheral college_chiMittry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

1210.2112121: This program_has a series of four redox reactions that have a minimum of three reactants.

The user is to find the limiting reactant. Hints are provided and the user's score is

kept. Useful as individual practice or quiz.

EMB&Ltiitig: BALANCE

majfitgin: AP601

53
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TOPICS:

fffigitEMN:

BALANCE (Continued)

Oxidation-Reduction Chemistry

Drill & Practice

High school chemistry

entral college chemistry

User chooses the number of oxidation-reduction equations_to solve and whether to_use_the

printer or screen to "check" user's solutions. Modification guidelines are available in

AN009.

CHAPTER 2 7 E1étzbmiStry XEió13riss

PROGRAM NAME:

RIMARMAIB:

TOPICS:

MIZE:

DESCRIPTION:

PIELEMZER:

TOPICI:

FARADAY 2 (and FARADAY AID)

AP603,1B603

Electrechemistry/Electrolysit

CheMical Readtions

Oxidation-Reduction Chemistry

Tutor

Demonstration

Data Collection

High sthOel-science or chenittry

General college chiaistry

The instruction_section of this prograu_introduces_theconcepts_of eIectrolysisi_coulombs,

andFaradays.___The user may set the temperature_i_pressnre and_time (amd if you have

paddles;_can change the amount of current) in this electrolysis of_ water simulation and

then read-the volume of eadh gas collected in Order to-calculate the value Of a:Faraday

(see Faraday Aid for help). The siMulation ittelf could be uted ea a lecture aid to

intreduce the topics of electrolysis or redox reactions.

ELECTRODEP

AP604

Electrochemistry Electrolysis

Oxidation-Reduction Chemistry

Atomic Structure

Data_Collection,

Pra-lab DiscUttiOn

DaMonetration

TG 006 - 43
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MlaktriaNg ELECTRODEP (Continued)

High school chemistry

General college Chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chtaistry

DESCRIPTION: Use this program as a pre-lab ditcussion if you assign an electrodeposition_lab.__Correct

lab procedure_is_simulated:_ Otherwise use_as a_demonstration_where_you_collect dats to

solve_for_equivalent weights of copper or a mystery metal. User has option of controlling

time and current.

CHAPTER 28 Eleact=ochesmist.ry

MBalitag: REDOX GAME

pigumum: AP306

TOPICS: Oxidation-Reduction Chemistry

Educational Game

Problem Solving

LOW: High school chemistry

aeneral college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

WMLE130 To be a winner_of_this_%i _voltage_game,'!_you_need_a_table_of_Electrode Potentials, a

fast_keyboard_fingeri_and_the_luck of the random draw from the computer's data base. Two

players can be accommodated at a time.

iilitUALZ: NERNST

gmAgmagg: A1601,113601

TOPICS: Electrochemistry

Oxidation-Reduction Chemistry

PIEE: Drill & Practice

LUELk: General_college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

Advanced undergraduate or first year graduate chemistry

This program offers the user a choice of the number of problems on calculating cell

voltages at standard and non-standard conditions and an option of checking user's work on

the screen or printer._ Help and hints_are_available when wrong answers areinput.

Modification guidelines for this program are available in AM009.
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CHAPTER 2 9 Orgarti c. CièmiStrI

Eamm_sm: BUCL

immigsms: AP604

TOPICS: Reaction Rates

Kinetics

Organic Chealstry

Simulation

Data Collection

Demonstration

LEVELS: High school chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTION: Because this program allows the user to change either temperature or solvent concentration

or both, the effect of these variables on the rate of reaction can be studied--either by

an individual student or by a class as a whole if used as a demonstration aid.

ERMILMME:

RIB_IMMAgg:

TOPICS: Reactionitachrnisme

Organic Chemistry

ANIMATION

AP603

Simulation

Demonstration

Introduce Concept

=LA: High school chemistry

eneral college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

MEalitUM The ANIMATION of this program simulates the multistep mechanism of the chlorination of _

methane- A simultaneous printout at the_bottom of the screen keeps tally of each species

in the mechanism. Because the sequence may be stopped and started with kAyboard commands,

this program could be used as a lecture aid to introduce or demonstrate reaction

matanisms.

fagaMMAAME: OCTANE

RIIKAUNABB: AP803,IB803,AT803

TOPICS; Organic Chemistry

Combustion Reactions

TG 006 - 45
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ME6gAttelE

UFA:

OCTANE (Continued)

Educational Game

TUtoring

No background in chemistry

High school science or chemistry

General college chemistry

DESCRIPTION: This program_has extensive tutoring pages in hydrocarbon chemistry, which it relates to

octane numbers and_compression_ratios. _The user_applies this information to winning a

traveling game by arriving at a chosen destination_withaut running out of_money. Good__

application of hydrocarbon properties to the operation of cars--an interest area of most

teenage students.

flOMAILEAMS: REFINERY

DISK NUMBER: APB06,AT806

MELCA:

ZigalM211:

Industrial Chemistry

Orgenit Chedittry

Problem Solving

Educational Game

Tetoring

NO baCkgreend in chemistry

High sehoel science or choMistry

Advanced first year and middle level Chemistry

Ektensive tutoring_pages_give_the_user_enough_background_to_become_the_Operations Manager

of a refinery._ The_job_description includes purchasing crude_oil to_meet_specified

demands, refining it and making a profit. Elccenent for developing problem solving

Skills.

EMMEUdia: CHEMICAL PURSUIT

pajummass: AF206

TOPICS: General Review

Educational Qme

Review Concepts

High school:chemistry__

GeneraI_coIIege Chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level Chemistry

DESCRIPTION: Based on the format of Trivial 1. suit, this educational game hak questions from physical,

organic, inorganic, periodic trends, history, and structure categories. A maximum of four

players, with caculators_and periodic_tables,_can play. On the same disk(AP206) are

file programs that allow the instructor to edit or add questions to the game file.

TG 006 -
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EngguLgang: POLYMERLAB

mumagg: AP702

TOPICS: Polymer Chemistry

Analytical Chemistry

Instrumentation

MEEE: Educational Game

Advanced first_year_and middle_level chemistry

Advanced undergraduate or first year graduace chemistry

DESCRIPTION: Using an adventure game format, thit educational game allows students to use IR, DSC,

light scattering techniques, etc. to identify an unknown polymer.

:421jta: CAMM: Conformational Analysis & Molecular Modeling

2MAMEB: AP704

TO Organic Chemistry

Molecular Structure/Shape

Demonstration

Simulation

Introduce Concept

General college chemistry

Advanc&I first year And middle level chemistry

Advanced undergraduate or first year graduate cham

EmmungE: This_program_contains_excellent_3-D graphical representations of organic molecules .,hich

can be rotated on an axis or a bond by use of keyboard commands. At the bottom of the

screen, there .is a simultaneous graphing of the potential energy changes due to th$

conformational changes. Use for classroom lecture aid or for individual student

assignment.

mffifimjhms: POLYMERIZATION

PIESAMIEB: AP705

TOPICS: Polymer CheMistry

Organid chotittty

Tutoring

Simulation___

Demonstration

High sdhool-chebiStry

General college Chemistry

Advanced first year and middle leiel chemistry

TG 006 - 47
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=Mil=
REELTZEISE:

POLYMERIZATION (Continued)

Thit tUttorial program was designed to intrahite the conceptt of Addition and condensation

polyldrization to the user. Parts of the program could be used_as a classroom

demonstration or lecture aid. Extensive documentation and background information is

available as IT 006.

Matituatz: ORGANIC NOMENCLATURE

MEMBER: AP705

TOPICS: Organic Nomenclature

Drill & Practice

High school chemistry

endral college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTION: This drill and practice program generates structural formulae of organic compounds in

random sequence by functional groups and the user inputs the correct IUPAC name of the

compound. There is a limited menagement system; us.tr's score is kept by group of

problems.

=MUM: CONFORMATIONAL ANALYSIS

USIUMEB: A2706

TOPICS: Molecular Structure/Shape

OrganiC ChisMittry

Ifonding

Tutoring

Drill_&_Practice

Demonstration

General college_dhaMistry

Ad4Anted firit year and middle level chiMittry

DESCRIPTION: This_tutoringprogram_will helvstudents_visualize_twordimensional drawings of organic

molecules_in 3-D. The drill segments are appropriate for individual use or as

demonstratim aid for classroom lecture. Included are recognition of sawhorse and Newman

projections of methane, ethane, and butane.

=Rajas: DESIGN-A-DRUG

DIELMlum K1101,111701

PharMatOlogy

Biochemistry:

OrgahiC CheMietry

TG 006 - 48
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MDMMLNIZ:

MENA:

DESCRIPTION:

DESIGN-A-DRUG (Continued)

Educational Gme

Problea_olving

SiMULatiOn

General college Chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

Using a parent molecular structure that has Actitri Sites identified, the user selects an
atom or group to be added at each site to form a tranquilizer drug which the computer then

"totts" for biological activity. The game was designed to stimulate interest in organic

And medicinal chemistry; therefore,_trial_and error:can be used, but some knowledge of how

changes in electronegativity, charge and size affect "activity" of synthesized molecules

is helpful.

CZELAPTER. 30 Organ. c. Cheimi - I

MffitLiAME: BCTC

=LAME:

PrAMEENti:

AP805iAT805,1B805

Industrial chwist*
Environmental Cheeistry

Methods of Science

Problem_Solving__

Introduce_Concept

Simulation

NO backgrOUnd in ChinittrY

High sdhool science or Chemistry

Advanced first level and middle level Chemistry

Thz user(s) must make recommendations to the local city goVernment regarding data on BCTC,

a suspected carcinogen, which haa been found in the riVer below a chemical plant. The

user ha* literature, a Laboratory, And other task force members available to help decide_

on the recommendation to be made. This is an excellent_application of scientific method,

especially since no conclusive answer can be given to the problem.

agam_fifiug: DESIGN-A-DRUG

DIALIAMBER: AP701,I3701

Pharmacology

Biochemistry

Organic Chemistry
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25za:

DESIGN-A-DRUG (Continued)

Educational Game

ProbIemiSoIving

Simulation

Geherel Cellege_chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTION: Using a parent_nolecular structure that_has active sites identified, the user selects an

atom or group to be added at eadh site to form a tranquilizer drug which the computer then

"Vests" for biological activity. The game vas designed to stimulate interest in organic

and medicinal chemittry; therefore, trial and error can be used, but some knowledge of how

changes in electronegativity, charge and size affect "activity" of synthesized molecules

is helpful.

CHAPTER 31 Nuclai--eik- Ckasamistry

t&iiatig: DECAY

DISK NUMBER: AP1001

TOPICS: Nuclear Chemistry/Radiation

Atomic Structure

Ere50152911:

Simulation

Demonstration__

Data Collection

No background in Chemistry

High edhoel edience dr chemistry

General college chemistry

Collect the data from three or more_successive runs of this program to illustrate the

"randomness" of radioactive decay. Tha graphics in this program are suitable for use as a

classroom demonstration that simulates the decay of 1000 atoms of a mystery substance. A

hard copy of the data can be obteined or a bar graph is available on screen.

EMEAtUNZ: CHEMICAL HANGMAN (1 OF 3 CHEMISTRY GAMES)

2LEUERMISB: AP20I,I3201,TR001

12121: Vocabulary

eneral Review

Review

Educational Game

TG 006 = 50
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CHEMICAL HANGMAN (1 OF 3 mamma GAMES) (Continued)

MEI& High school chemistry

General_college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

12FAMEUM: Students can review chemistry vocabulary by playing the traditional game of Hangman.

Terms include organic family names, vocabulary from atomic and molecular structure, gas
laws, thermodynamics, solutions, equilibrium, periodicity, and bonding.

Gestriettral Reivismiw RAmcommetriamtiorms

=RAMP
nugmum:

lja4:

CHEMICAL SEARCH

AP902,AT901,C0902,MC902

Descriptive Chemistry

Problem Solving

General Review

Review Concept

Problem Solvilig

Drill & Ptadtite

MULE: High school chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTION: Use this program to reView and/or reinforce the way in which the chemical and physical

properties of compounds can be used to distinguish between them, either_on_an individual

student basis or in the classroom by_dividing the class_into teams, competing on the basis

oE number of clues necessary before the "tudanywn" is properly identified.

MEaLliatiE: ABS GME

RIALEMAIBt AP501,IB50i

12210: Descriptive Chemistry

Problem Solving

General Review

Educational MiMe

Review Concepts

PrOblit SSP-ring

High_school chemistry_

General college Chemistry
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Mittl2M115: ABS GAME (ContinUed)

UMETIM91: Me physical and chemical prope4ties of 6 compounds are randomly revealed to the user; the

object_of the game is to match the properties_given with one of 17 possible compounds in

the memory bank. This method of review and problem solving could be used by one or two

individual players, or by a class that is divided into teams.

BM6Uifitig: CHIMPROP

DISK NUMBER: AP902,C0902

MPZI: Descriptive_Chemistry

Anelytital,CheMiStry

Preblee Selting

Problem Solving

Review Concepts

LINELS: High school,chemistry

aOleral-college_cheMistry,

Adfranced firit year and middle level cheinistry

DESCRIPTION: Using_basic_laboratory tests to determine_its chemical and physical_properties,_the_user_

identifies the unknown compound selected by the computer. This program couId be used for

review and for develaping some problem-soIving skills.

Eftgautham: CHEMICAL DUNGEONS

pliMMEE: AP602

TOPICS: Problem Solvft

Solution Chemistry

Chemical Reactions

MU: Educational Game

DESCRIPTION:

Problem Solving

High sdhooI,Chemistry

Goinotral_collogs chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level theattty

In this chemical adventure game the user solves chmaistry-related problems in or.lef to gut

through the_dungeon alive with the treasure._ The dungeon has 51 rooms with eleven

chemical problems to be solved. A roving professor quizzes the user on different aspects

of chemistry from a bank of randomly accessed questions.
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MffifiLNAKE: CHEMICAL HANGMAN (1 OF 3 CHEMISTRY GAMES)

miumm: A1201,M201,TR001

TOPICS: Vocabulary ,

General Review

UM: Review

Educational Game

=MIL=

High school chemistry

General college chemistry

AdVenced firtt year and middle leve3 chemistry

Students can review chemistry vocabulary by playing the traditional-game of Hangman.

Terns include organic family_namesi_vocalulary_from_atomic and molecular structure, gas

laws, thermodynamics, solutions, equilibrium, periodicity, and bonding.

Eamumg! CHEMITAL PURSUIT

Rigg_odics: AP206

TOPICS: General Review

MAW: Educational Gams

Review Concepta

LEM: High school chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

BESCRIPTION: Based on the format of Trivial Pursuit, this educational game has questions from physical,

organic, inorganic, periodic trends, history, and structure categories. A maximum of four

players, with calculators and periodic tables, can play. On tas same disk (AP206) are

file programs that allow the instructor to edit or add questions to the game file.



Sample Entry

from the forthcoming publication

Tearliria SERAPHIM Sciftur.a.x.el
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BOHR ATOM

Written by Robert Rittenhouse

SERAPHIM APPLE DISK AP201

WHEN TO USE THIS PROGRAM

TOPICS: Atomic_Orbitals
Atomic Structure
Electron Configuration

DESCRIPTION:

This program is an_effective_lecture aid_in_teaching the
following_concepts related to characteristics of electrons and
atomic structure.

1) You-can show that an-electron-must have exactly the
right energy photon to raise_it_from_ground_state to an
excitedistate. _It_cannot_"save" energy_from
succestive_low-energy "hits" and_it_cannot_"give
change" when a photon of too-high energy strikes.

For_example# to raise the-electron-from energy level 1
to level 4 requires a photon-that has a wavelength_Of--
97 nanometers. 'By_changingi_the wavelength_to_either_96
or98 nanometers#_you can_show that_the electron is not
affected by either of these wavelengths.

2) The_simulation_clearly shows_that_the_electron must
absorb energy_to_go to a higher-energy level-And that
energy is-glven-off when it falls back tc lower
energy level.

3) The graphicirepresentation_shown_on_the_right_side of
the_simulation_screen_relates_the animation_to_the
diagraMs_of_the_hydrogen_spectrum_usually_shown_in_
chemistry_text books._ The_lines-on the graph appear
simultaneously with the animation.

4) Because the-energy_of the photon_isi_related_to wave
length on_ithe_screene_the_relationship_between_wave
length_and_frequency and_the_relationship_between
frequency and energy of radiation can be emphasizeth

5) When:the electron is excited from_energy level-one to
level four, it is done in one jump;_when it fallS#
howevero-it comes down in-two stagesto leveltwo and
then_toilevel_one_i___Use_this situlation to_explain_why
a_one-electron system can have a multiple of spectral
lines.
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HOi4 2110_ USE ila s _MGM

HARDWARE/MEMORY aummEmons :

This program will run on any of the Apple II family, with
1 disk drive, DOS 3.3.

GETTING STMMMW :

Copy the documentation (side 2 of the master disk) on a
separate disk before making a print out. Do not attempt to use
the back side of the disk more than twice to insure the integrity
of the master disk. To make a copy of side 2, bootup an Apple
System Master, DOS 3.3, and type RUN COPFA. Press RETURN.
Follow the instructions of the program, using side 2 of the
master disk as the source disk.

Boot up Disk #201 by inserting the disk into the disk
drive, closing the disk drive door, and turning on the comoiter.
You will find the switch on the left-hand side-on the back of the
Apple. Turn on the monitor. The Project SERAPHIM title page
should appear on the screen.

RUNNING THE PROGRAM:

Press RETURN until the Program Entries menu appears and
choose #12 BOHR-ATOM by using the -=> key to move the highlight
to #12. Press RETURN and the program will load.

The_program has two pages_of_introduction_and one_page_of
instructions.__You_can go_back to the instruction page from any
point in the program by pressing the I key.

When the simulation page is on the screen, you may use any
of the following commands:

Press F to fire photons of the wavelength indicated
I_Note_that the instructions_indicate that_you can
get continuous photons_firing by_using the REPEAT
key; On Apple models that do not have the REPEAT
key, just hold the F(ire) key down zontin-
tally)

--> to increase the wavelength being fired
<-- to decrease the wavelength being fired (note_that

the wavelength range is from_ 8-130 nanometers)
I to go_back to_the_instruction page
E to see the_example,_ which_shows you_the_numerical

values of the first four energy levels in the
hydrogen atom; It also shows the partial
calculation of the wavelength necessary to excite
the electron from the first to the second energy
level.



page 3

GETTING OUT OF THE PROGRAM:

Press X to exit_the program . The-simulation will remain
on the_screen; If youimish_to:use another-program
on_this diski_rebootithe_disk_by_turning:off-the
machine_and_turning_it_back on_or_press_CONTROLi
the OPEN APPLE_and_RESET at_the_same_time; Take
the-disk out of_the_disk_drive ONLY when the red
light on the drive is out;

TO MAKE A SEPARATE PRWRAM DISK:

If you wish to copy this program to another disk, follow
the directions found in "How to Make Your Own Seraphim DiSk."
You will need to copy the following files from your master disk:

HELL01 SCR-BOHR-1.PAK
AUX SCR-BOHR-2.PAK
BOHR.OBJ SCR-BOHR-3.PAK
UNPACKER SCR-BOHR-4.PAK
BOHR SCR-BOHR-5.PAK
BOHR.SH SCR-BORR-6.PAK

SCR-BOHR-7.PAK
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ORDER FORM
Project SERAPHIM Your name:
NSF Science
Department
Eastern Michigan
Ypsilanti, MI

Educiition
of Chemistry

University
48197

Address:
Address:
City: State: ZIP:

Country:

NOTESee SERAPHIM Catalogue for details;_ prices are per not per program_disk,

Order No. Description Q ua ntity Price Total

----.0----
1M 006 SERAPHIM Catato9 7.2.t? free

IM 007 Software Litt 8,00

LM _999 *Laboratory_Module Package_Iclisks 6 weitten 1 40.00

la 888 *IEM Disk Package_ (2186 additions: 20 disks) 1 95.00

AP 999 *Apple Disk Package (7/85: set of 34) 1 160.00

AP 888 *Apple Disk Package (2/86 additions:20 diSkS 1 95.00

Postagi I Handling: U.S. -ordira 2.00 2.00

Postage I Handling: Foreign orders 10.00

TOTAL
*Package description on reverse side.

PtojectIERAPHile

SEND TO:
Name:

Address:
Address:
City:
Country:

Department of Chemistry
Eastern Michigan University
Ypsilanti, MI 48197

.=,
State: ZIP:

NOTE: payment must
accompany all orders; Make
checks payaUe to Project
SERAPHIm.

NOTE: To get on our
Mailing List to receive
Project SERADHIM Nevis
as welt as all announce-
ments and updates, check
here:

El 04



ORDERING I rm.:no/tarterION

124 999 Laboratory Module Package for Apple.

Contains Laboratory Modules LM 001 through LM 008 plus Apple disks AP 1201; 1202,

1203. (Package released as of 7/85.)

$C:h s, prepaid; plus postage and handling.

]ti3 ems IBM PC Package of 20 disks and documentation.

Contains III 101, 102i 104; 201; 202;_205;_301;_304, 305;_401; 402; 501; 502; 601;

603; 701, 703; 802; 902; 1001. (Package released as of 2/86.)

St95 prepaid; p us postage and candling.

'OP 999 Apple Disk Package of 34 disks and documentation.

Contains AP_I0I;_102;,103,,104;_ 201;:202; 204, 205; 301, 303, 304, :1 401;

403; 501, 502; 601; 602-,_603; 701; 702; 703;_704; 801; 802; 803; 804, ,tc,ni 806; 807,

808; 902; 1001. (Package released as of 7/85.)

4; 160 prepaid; plus postage and handling.

AP 8843 Apple Disk Package of 20 disks and.documentation.

Contains AP_105;_106;_107;_206; 306; 503; 604; 605; 606; 705; 706; 707. 708; 709,

710; 711; 712; 713; 714; 809. (Package released az of 2/86.)

1;95^ prepaid; plus postage and handling.

SPEED 'YOUR ORDER
1. Use this Order Form.

2. Use order numbers: e.g. LM 999, AP 101. Obtain these from the Wil21111.

3. Payment_must accompany all orders, imming purchase orders. Checks should be made
payable to Project SERAPHIM. This is necessary to keep our prices at the prate:It lo4

4. Poitage and handling charges are $2 for U.S., 10 for foreign. Order that do not include

these charges will be returned.

5. Payments should be in U.S. funds drawn on a U.S. bank. Foreign payments must use

international money orders or magnetically encoded checks.
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